First 5 ft. Fixture to match or surpass
other 8 ft. Vapor Tight Fixtures

The Beghelli alternative to the 8’ vapor tight. The Illumina BS105 is the first 5’ luminaire to match
or surpass other 8’ units performance. Including all of the Illumina series features such as the 94%
reflectancy and a 3-piece design that securely snaps together without the need for any tools
making the BS105 one of the easiest fixtures to install. The 100% polycarbonate construction
ensures durability in corrosive environments. Making use of T5HO lamp technology, the BS105
provides 12,300 initial lumens when configured with two 80W T5 HO lamps.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Series Model
BS105 5(5ft)

Operation
HT
(AC only)

Lamps
Input Options
G (2x32 T8)
120V FP (Fuse protection)
H (2x80 T5HO) 277V PS (Pendant suspension kit)
347V RSxx (Ridged stem specify length in inches.)
CH (Chain hanger kit)
SW (Suspension wire)
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Constructed from 100% polycarbonate, the BS105 is corrosion, flame and vandal resistant. The diffuser
uses C.L.E. technology (complete light emission) which allows for greater light output and efficiency.
The dual parabolic reflector uses a vacuum metalization process which results in a mirror - like finish.
UV stabilized for added protection from yellowing effects. Secure, flush mounted clips properly hold
the diffuser to the housing. All BS105 mounting hardware is stainless steel and included.

Wattage A
2X32W
2X80W

B

C

62 1/4” 6 1/2”
62 1/4” 6 1/2”

Dimensions

4 1/4”
4 1/4”

The BS105 uses one(1) or two(2) high power factor
and high-efficiency integral electronic instant
start ballast(s). Rapid start ballasts are available
upon request. Internal liquid silicone gasketing
protects the BS105 from moisture, resulting in a
wet location/IP66 rating.

A
C
B

Candela values are approximate
and should be used for general
estimating purposes only.
Lamp: (2) 80WT5 HO
Initial lamp lumens: 6150 at 250 C
94% Reflectancy
Luminaire efficiency: 65%
CIE Type: Direct
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